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Various applications of an antiresonant ring, consist-
ing of a beam splitter and a number of optical reflec-,
tors, are disclosed. With a beam splitter having a
transmission coefficient t, and a reflection coefficient
r, where /i = r,, an optical beam incident on the beam
splitter along a first axis is split into two components
which circulate around the ring in opposite directions
and are recombined to reflect back the beam along
the first axis, with none of the beam power being di-
rected along a second axis. The ring can be used as
part of the cavity of two otherwise independent lasers,
with two separate laser mediums external to the ring,
or with a multi-wavelength laser medium in the ring.
The ring together with a second-harmonic generation
crystal and a dispersive phase shifter in the ring can be
used to generate the second harmonic of an optical
beam. By proper incorporation of phase shif t ing
means in the ring, optical pulse switching, laser mode
locking, and/or laser cavity dumping can be achieved.
14 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures
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. LASER SYSTEM WITH AN ANTIRESONANT
OPTICAL RING
ORIGIN OF INVENTION
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub-
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457).
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION '°
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention generally relates to lasers and
to optical pulse switching in connection with lasers. It
relates more particularly to lasers with a noval antireso- 15
nant optical ring which is particularly adapted for sev-
eral different laser applications, including optical
switching, laser mode locking and cavity dumping.
2. Description of the Prior Art:
At present, lasers are extensively employed in both 20
scientific research and commercial applications.
Briefly, a laser defines a cavity wherein a stimulated
medium, often referred to as the laser of lasing me-
dium, is positioned between two end mirrors. The opti-
cal beam which is stimulated in the cavity generally 25
exits at the output beam through one of the end mir-
rors, which is partially transmissive. Some lasers oper-
ate in a continuous mode'while others operate in a
pulsed mode. Sometimes lasers are mode locked by
means of mode-locking modulators to produce beams 30
or beam pulses of very short time duration. In some ap-
plications techniques are employed to switch- or
"dump" the beam or beam pulses out of the cavity only
when the beam power reaches desired levels and/or at
precise instances or specified time intervals. For some ^5
of these purposes, .acoustic-wave cavity dumpers have
been used.
It has been discovered that mode locking and/or cav-
ity dumping as well as other uses of lasers can be
greatly facilitated by incorporating together with a la- "
ser, an optical arrangement, hereinafter referred to as
an antiresonant optical ring or simply an optical ring.
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is a primary object of the present invention to pro-
vide a novel laser incorporating an antiresonant ring.
Another object of the invention is to provide a novel
laser arrangement adapted for various laser applica-
tions.
Another object of the invention is to provide a laser
pulse switching method whereby an optical pulse may
be rapidly switched from one optical channel into an-
other.
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel
laser arrangement in which mode locking and/or cavity
dumping are attainable in a novel manner.
These and other objects of the invention are achieved
by providing an optical arrangement in the form of an
antiresonant optical ring, consisting of a beam splitter ,,.
and at least a pair of mirrors or similar optical reflec-
tors. The beam-splitter power division ratio is close to
50-50, i.e., its transmission coefficient is equal to the
reflection coefficient of either beam splitter face. In the
absence of any phase shifting means inside the ring, any ^
beam which is incident on the beam splitter is split into
two parts which circulate through the ring in opposite
directions, and are recombined constructively at the
50
beam splitter to form a beam which is reflected along
the axis from which the incident beam was directed,
hereinafter defined as the incident axis. Components of
the beam parts which circulate through the ring add de-
structively at the beam splitter in a second direction or
axis, hereinafter defined as the transverse axis. Thus,
none of the beam power exits along the transverse axis.
By proper phase control inside the ring, as will be de-
scribed hereinafter, switching of the optical beam from
the incident axis to the transverse axis may be
achieved. Also, mode-locking of an associated laser or
cavity dumping of the laser along the transverse axis is
achievable. In addition, a beam which is the second
harmonic of the fundamental harmonic of the beam
along the incident axis, may be generated along the
transverse axis. Furthermore, the ring may be used as
a common mirror for two independent lasers so that
two beams of different wavelengths propagate there-
through.
The novel features of the invention are set forth with
particularity in the appended claims. The invention will
best be understood from the following description
when read in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a diagram of an antiresonant optical ring,
used in the embodiments of the present invention;
FIGS. 2-4 are diagrams of different embodiments of
the invention;
FIGS. 4a and 4fr are diagrams useful in explaining the
operation of the embodiment shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 5 is a diagram of another embodiment of the in-
vention; and
FIGS. 6a and 6b are waveform diagrams useful in ex-
plaining the embodiment shown in FIG. S.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
Before proceeding to describe various embodiments
of the present invention, the antiresonant optical ring,
which is incorporated in each of these embodiments
will first be described. In FIG. 1, the ring, designated by
numeral 10, is shown comprising a beam splitter 11 and
a pair of reflecting mirrors 12 and 13. Let it be assumed
that the beam splitter 11 is characterized by transmis-
sion coefficient tt and a reflection coefficient of r, and
that ti = r,. It is further assumed that an optical beam
A is directed toward beam splitter 11 along direction
on axis X and is incident on the beam splitter 11. The
latter divides the beam A into two partial beams At and
Az. Beam A, is reflected by beam splitter 11 toward
mirror 12. The latter reflects AI. toward mirror 13
which in turn reflects it to beam splitter 11. Thus, beam
AI propagates counterclockwise (CCW) in the ring 10.
Similarly, beam A2 propagates, i.e., is transmitted
through beam splitter 11, is reflected off mirror 13 to
mirror 12 and therefrom is reflected to beam splitter
11. Thus, A2 travels clockwise (CW) in ring 10.
The two mirrors 12 and 13 may be replaced by any
combination of beam reflecting and/or beam deflecting
or redirecting devices, such as mirrors, prisms, or other
common optical elements, such that an incident beam
component passing through the beam splitter along the
incident axis eventually returns to the same point on
the beam splitter along the transverse axis, and an inci-
dent beam component reflected off the beam splitter
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parallel to the transverse axis eventually returns along
the incident axis.
When each of beams At and Aj returns to the beam
splitter 11, in accordance with theory, it splits into two
components, one which is transmitted through the
beam splitter and the other which is reflected there-
from. The component of A, which is transmitted
through the beam splitter 1 1 and the component of A2
which is reflected off the beam splitter add construc-
tively, i.e., in phase, producing a reflected beam A'.
The reflected beam A' propagates along the same axis
X as the incident beam A, except in the opposite direc-
tion. However, the component of A, which is reflected
by beam splitter 11 along the transverse axis, desig-
nated as Y, and the component of Az which is transmit-
ted through the beam splitter along the same axis add
destructively since these two components are exactly
180° out of phase (when r, = r,). The 180° phase differ-
ence is due to the fact that the A, beam component
along axis Y experiences two reflections by the beam
splitter, while the A2 beam component of A2 experi-
ences two transmissions. The difference between two
transmissions and two reflections represents a 180°
phase difference. Due to this phase difference, none of
the power of incident beam A propagates along axis Y.
In FIG. 1, numerals 16 and 17 designate external
arms or ports along axes X and Y. It can thus be stated
that a beam incident on the ring through port 16 results
in a beam which is reflected back through port 16,
while no radiation is produced through port 17.
Clearly, a beam incident through port 17 would result
in a reflected beam through the same port 17 with no
radiation through port 16. That is, the ring provides es-
sentially 100 percent return reflectivity for a beam en-
tering through either port or arm, with zero cross-
coupling beween the external ports. This characteristic
is independent of the beam 's frequency or the length of
the ring. Thus, the ring is definable as an antiresonant
optical ring, since it is frequency independent.
The optical properties of the ring 10 can also be ana-
lyzed and explained as follows. Suppose the beam split-
ter 11 has wave-amplitude transmission coefficient fi
(power transmission coefficient /,2) for transmission
through the beam splitter in either direction and reflec-
tion coefficient +/-, and — r, for reflection off the front
and back faces lla and lib, respectively. Let the wave
propagating around the inside of the ring have net gain
and phase shift ge'^  in either direction, where g <s
1 for a passive cavity. Then, the effective reflection co-
efficient looking into the ring from either of its external
arms is readily found to be
MreVMiw = 2r1r,ge--"J' ,
while the transmission coefficient from one external
arm to the other is
If the beam spjitter_is_exactly 50-50 (r_th = 2^ljt)
and if g = 1, then the back reflectivity is essentially 1
in all cases. That is, the ring provides essentially 100
percent reflectivity for either external arm back into
itself and zero cross coupling between the external
arms, independent of the laser frequency or the length
of the ring.
Attention is now directed to FIG. 2 in which one em-
bodiment of the invention is diagrammed. Therein, ele-
ments like those previously described are designated by
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like numerals. In FIG. 2, L, along axis X designates a
laser medium which together with a mirror 21 and the
ring 10 define one laser, hereinafter referred to as laser
LI. Similarly, Lj along axis Y designates another laser
medium, which together with a mirror 22 and ring 10
form another laser, hereinafter referred to as laser L2.
The ring 10 thus forms part of the cavity of each of the
lasers and therefore is common to both. The two signals
or beams of the two lasers are designated by the solid
and dashed lines 23 and 24.
Even though both beams circulate through the ring
10 along a common and coincident optical path, due to
the zero cross-coupling beween the ports 16 and 17
there is no intercoupling between the two lasers even
though the same ring is shared by both. Since the inde-
pendent beams of the two lasers circulate through the
ring, their effect on any intracavity element, designated
in FIG. 2 by numeral 25, can be observed by placing
such an element inside the ring, such as between mir-
rors 12 and 13. Element 25 may be a crystalline ele-
ment, a liquid or gas medium whose response to two in-
dependent optical beams is to be studied.
If desired, a dye laser medium may be placed in the
ring and one of lasers L, and L2 may be used to laser
pump it. Laser-pumped mode-locked dye lasers are
well known and described in the literature. One exam-
ple of such a laser is described in Optical Communica-
tions, Volume 4, page 195, November 1971. Also, a gas
laser medium placed in the ring may be pumped by the
optical beam of either of lasers LI or L2, or by an opti-
cal beam directed to the ring from any other appropri-
ate source.
The ring 10 togeher with a multiwavelength laser me-
dium, designated in FIG. 3 by numeral 30, and a pair
of external mirrors 31 and 32 may be used to produce
simultaneous dual-wavelength laser oscillations. The
two wavelengths are designated as X] and A2. Mirrors 31
and 32, which are partially transmissive, are respec-
tively optimized for the two wavelengths \t and A2.
FIG. 4, to which reference is now made, is a diagram
of an embodiment in which a second-harmonic output
beam (2<u) is produced along axis Y in response to a
beam of .a fundamental harmonic (<u) incident on the
ring 10 along axis X, from a laser 35. Placed in the ring
is a second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal 36 and
dispersive phase shifting element 37. In the absence of
the phase shifting element 37 under normal conditions,
the separate second-harmonic outputs emerging from
each end of the SHG crystal 36 reach the beam splitter
11 with phases such that all of the second harmonic ra-
diation, in common with all of the unconverted funda-
mental radiation, combine into single beam, returning
back along the laser 35 axis. Suppose, however, that
the dispersive phase-shifting element 37 of length / with
an index of refraction n^ at the fundamental frequency
(a, but with index «2 ?* «, at the harmonic frequency •
2<u, is inserted into the ring on one side of the SHG
crystal 36, as shown in FIG. 4. Waves going in one di-
rection counterclockwise (CCW) around the ring ex-
perience a fundamental phase shift <£, (CCW) = n,t«//c
before reaching the SHG crystal. This additional phase
shift is subsequently converted by the SHG crystal into
a double phase shift ^2 (CCW) = 2<£, = 2/j,<o//c for the
second-harmonic radiation. For waves going in the
other direction around the ring, the fundamental phase
at the SHG crystal is unaltered, but the second -
harmonic radiation subsequently receives an added
3,869,210
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phase shift <t>t (CW) = 2nttallc. If the dispersion in the If a complex wave amplitude Minc(') is incident on the
phase shifter is sufficient lo give Ihese phase shifts a nel beam splitter 11 from eilher one of Ihe external arms
difference of ±ir, so thai or ports, e.g., port 16, the back-reflected wave through
. /OOH/N i /o«^ ->/ \ ;/ -i- P°rt 16 and tne wave transmitted through port 17 can<MCCW)-<MCW) = 2(«,-«,)*,//<• = ±TT,
 5 be expressed by
then the second-harmonic waves recombine at Ihe _ r i A «> 4. i A ci-ni
beam splitter 11 with a phase difference such that all MreflU) — Mig \.e + e ] n,nr(t - T)
the harmonic radiation comes out Ihe output port 17, and
along the transverse axis Y. The fundamental fre- _
 r 2 < A «-n _ z ( <4 <ni
quency behavior is unaltered since the fundamental 10 Mirani(') — S Ui e ~ ri e \ Mi»<-(' ~ ')•
wave evenlually Iraverses Ihe same added phase shift in For Ihe balanced 50-50 beam splitter case the trans-
both directions. milled or coupled-oul wave amplitude is
This aspect may further be clarified in conjunction _
 ( j „_„ _ , ^
with FIGS. 4a and 4b. FIG. 4a is a diagram of the wave Miron.C) - V4 [e - e ] ninc(t - T).
propagating in Ihe CCW direclion. The fundamental 15 This situation is particularly useful for converting phase
harmonic is shifted by A, by shifter 37. Part of the fun- modulalion inlo coupling modulalion. As three useful
damental harmonic is converted into a second har- examples of this aspect consider the following:
monic by SHG crystal 36 which is shifted by 2A,. Thus, Optical Pulse Switching
the wave components reaching the beam splitter 11 If for example, the phase modulation A( f ) is a step
from mirror 13 are o>(4> t) and 2ai(2<^>,). FIG. 4b is a dia- 20 function with a rise time short compared to the transit
gram of the wave propagaling in the CW direction. As time T around the ring, as shown in FIG. 6a, all of the
the fundamental harmonic passes through SHG cryslal oplical beam energy conlained within the antiresonanl
36, part of it is converted into a second harmonic. The ring at the inilial inslanl of Ihe step function will
fundamental harmonic w is shifted by A, by phase emerge from the ring as an oulpufalong the Y axis dur-
shifter 37, while the second harmonic component (2<a) 25 jng an interval of duration T following the initial in-
is shifted by <t>t. Thus, the wave components which slant, as shown in FIG. 6b. Thus, the ring acts as an op-
reach beam splitler 11 from mirror 12 are (a(<t>,) and tical gate or switch which is opened for a duration or
2&>(A2). The fundamental harmonic components reach- period T by applying a step function to the modulator
ing from the two directions are shifted by the same de- 40 in FIG. 5. If an optical beam consisting of a repeated
gree A,. Thus, they recombine to produce a back re- 30 sequence of oplical pulses spaced by more than the du-
flected wave al Ihe fundamental harmonic along Ihe X ration 7" is incident upon the ring, Ihe ring can be used
axis. However, the two second-harmonic components as a controlled modulator or gate to either transmit or
which reach the beam splitter 11 from mirrors 12 and reflect each such pulse. This can be used to generate a
13 are shifted by 2A, and A2. They recombine lo pro- so-called pulse-code-modulaled (PCM) optical pulse
duce the second harmonic wave or beam which passes '5 train useful for optical signaling or optical communica-
along axis Y only if 2</>i and <f>t are related by Ihe above lions purposes,
relalionship. Cavily Dumping
II should be apprecialed lhat various known crystal If the modulated antiresonanl ring of FIG. 5 is used
materials can be employed as the SHG crystal 36. For as one end mirror of an oscillating laser cavity, the opti-
example, l i thium niobate (LiNbOa) or potassium dihy- 40 cal switching function just described can be used in
drogen phosphate (KDP) can be used for this purpose. particular for laser cavily dumping. If Ihe laser is oper-
Similarly, various malerials may be employed for Ihe aling in a conlinuous or long-pulse fashion, such that
dispersive phase shifter 37. These include, but are not Ihe ring is normally filled wilh optical energy due to the
limited lo, glass, Iransparenl crystals and organic liq- laser oscillation, applying a step signal as in FIG. 6a will
uids, such as CS2. "dump" all of the laser energy stored inside the ring at
The antiresonant ring 10 can also be used to accom- the instant the step function is applied. This cavity
plish optical pulse switching, electro-optic laser mode dumping function is valuable in increasing the peak
locking, and laser cavity dumping by converting elec- oulpul power of a laser oscillator. If Ihe modulator is
tro-optic phase modulalion inside Ihe anliresonanl ring moved away from Ihe beam splitter toward the center
inlo amplilude or coupling modulalion. Eleclro-optic of the ring, variable periods of lenglh shorlher than T
phase modulators for optical beams, also sometimes can be obtained during which energy may be dumped
known as Kerr cells or Pockels cells, are well known in along the Y axis. If the laser is simultaneously mode-
the laser art. Suppose such a phase modulalor 40 is locked by some other means and if the phase modula-
placed inside the ring, immedialely adjacenl lo Ihe lor 40 is swilched while a mode locked pulse is inside
beam splilier, as shown in FIG. 5, and lhat Ihe modula- Ihe ring, lhal one mode-locked pulse, can easily be
tor gives an added phase modulalion A(/) to Ihe light dumped. Repeated swilching al a low modulalion level,
beams passing Ihrough it in response lo a signal, e.g., so as lo accomplish only partial dumping of pulses,
an applied voltage from source 42. Waves going CCW might also be used to pulse-code modulate the output
around the ring are phase modulated by <£(/) immedi- ,Q from a mode-locked laser,
ately before they recombine at the beam splitter. How- Sinusoidal Modulation and Mode Locking
ever, there is a lime delay equal lo Ihe ring iransil lime Low-level sinusoidal modulalion of the phase A(/) =
T before waves with the same phase modulation Iravel- 8 cos tamt, wilh 8 « 1 will produce a sinusoidal output
ing in the opposite direction reach the beam splitter. coupling modulation from the ring given by
The recombining of immediate and delayed phase-
modulated signals leads to a conversion of phase modu- M/'roru
2~ S2,.:_282sin2 amT/2 • sin2ww(r - 772).
lation into amplitude modulation or modulated output This modulation if carried out at a modulation fre-
coupling. quency matching the frequency at which optical pulses
3,869,210
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naturally circulate within the laser cavity will produce
mode locking of the laser as is commonly accomplished
in lasers by other modulation methods. This mode-
locking behavior should result in particular when the
intra-ring modulator is driven at either the c/2L or half
the C/2Z, frequency of the laser cavity.
The sin2 <amT/2 factor in the above expression re-
duces the amplitude modulation depth, depending
upon the ratio of the ring transit time T to the modula-
tion period l/tom. If the main part of the laser cavity is
long compared to the distance around the ring, this loss
of modulation index in the mode-locking case will be
severe. The rise-time requirement on the phase step in
the cavity-dumping case will also be severe and only
the ring itself and not the entire laser cavity will be
dumped. Both difficulties can be mitigrated simply by
placing the laser medium inside the ring and making
the ring itself be the main portion of the laser cavity, as
shown in FIG. 3, but with only one external laser mir-
ror.
Though particular embodiments of the invention
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog-
nized that modifications and variations may readioy
occur to those skilled in the art and consequently, it is
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such
modifications and equivalents.
What is claimed is:
1. An optical system comprising:
an antiresonant optical ring including a beam splitter
with a beam splitting face responsive to an optical
beam directed thereto along a first axis for reflect-
ing a first portion of said beam along a second axis,
and for transmitting a second portion of said beam
through said beam splitting face, and means for di-
reeling said reflected first beam portion back to
said beam splitting face along said first axis and for
directing said transmitted second beam portion
back to said beam splitting face along said second
axis, whereby said first and second beam portions
circulate in said ring in opposite directions, said
beam splitting.face being characterized by a trans-
mission coefficient definable as t, and a reflection
coefficient definable as r, whereby said beam split-
ter reflects along said second axis some of said first
beam portion which is directed thereto, and trans-
mits some of said first beam portion along said first
axis, and further reflects along said first axis some
of said second beam portion which is directed
thereto, and transmits some of said' second beam
portion along said second axis; •
means exterior to said ring for directing said optical
beam to said beam splitting face along said first
axis; and
phase control means inside said ring for controlling
the relative phases of the first and second beam
portions circulating in said ring.
2. The system as described in claim 1 wherein said.
phase control means inside said ring comprise a phase
shifter and signal source means for applying a signal to
said phase shifter to control the magnitude of the phase
shift experienced by any beam portion passing through
said phase shifter.
3. The system as described in claim 2 wherein t, is
substantially equal to r,.
4. The system as described in claim 2 wherein said
means for directing of said ring comprise at least a first
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reflective mirror located along said first axis arid a sec-
ond reflective mirror located along said second axis. ^
5. The system as described in claim 1 further includ-
ing a second-harmonic generation medium in said ring
for converting at least part of a beam portion of a fun-
damental frequency, definable as a>, into a beam por-
tion of a frequency 2ai and said phase control means
comprise dispersive phase shifting means of a prese-
lected length having different indices of refraction for
beams at frequencies <u and 2<u.
6. The system as described in claim 5 wherein /, is
substantially equal to r,.
7. The system as described in claim 5 wherein said
means for directing of said ring comprise at least a first
reflective mirror located along said first axis and a sec-
ond reflective mirror located along said second axis.
8. An optical system comprising:
an antiresonant optical ring including a beam splitter
having a beam splitting face with first and second
opposite sides and with a transmission coefficient
fj and a reflection coefficient TI of either of said
sides, where r(= r, and at least first and second ring
beam reflective mirrors, positioned with respect to
one another and said beam splitter, whereby a first
optical beam directed to the first side of said beam
splitting face along a first axis propagates through
said ring as two components propagating in oppo-
site directions which are recombined by said beam
splitter at said beam splitting face into a first beam
which is directed back only along said first axis
from said beam splitter, and whereby a second op-
tical beam directed to the second side of said beam
splitting face along a second axis which is perpen-
dicular to said first axis, propagates through said
ring as two components propagating in opposite di-
rections which are recombined at said beam split-
ter into said second beam which is directed back
only said second axis from said beam splitter;
first means along said first axis for directing said first
optical beam to said beam splitter along said first
axis; and
second means along said second axis for directing
said second optical beam to said beam splitter
along said second axis.
9. The system as described in claim 8 wherein said
first means comprise a first external mirror and a first
laser medium for producing said first optical beam and
for directing the first beam to said beam splitter and for
responding to the first beam which is directed there-
from, and said second means comprise a second exter-
nal mirror and a second laser medium for producing
said second optical beam along said second axis and for
responding to the second beam directed from said
beam splitter along said second axis.
10. The system as described in claim 9 wherein said
system further includes a medium in said ring respon-
sive to the components of said first and second beams
which propagate through said ring.
11. The system as described in claim 8 wherein said
system further includes a multiwavelength laser me-
dium for stimulating the emission of said first beam at
a wavelength definable as X,, and for stimulating the
emission of said second beam at a wavelength definable
as Xj, said first means comprising a first exterior mostly
reflective mirror along said first axis for reflecting back
to said beam splitter along said first axis most of the
first beam directed thereto from said beam splitter, and
3,869,210
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said secpnd means comprise a second exterior mostly
.reflective mirror along said second axis for reflecting
back to said beam splitter along said second axis most
of the second beam directed thereto from said beam
splitter. 5
12. The system as described in claim 11 wherein said
first and second exterior mirrors are optimized for the
wavelengths X, and Xj, respectively.
13. An optical second harmonic generator compris- IQ
ing:
laser means for producing an optical beam at an an-
gular frequency o> along a first axis;
an antiresonant optical ring including a beam splitter
positioned along said first axis and first and second 15
ring mirrors, with said beam splitter splitting the
optical beam directed thereto into a first beam por-
tion which is reflected to said first mirror and
therefrom through said second mirror to said beam
splitter, and into a second beam portion which is 20
transmitted through said beam splitter to said sec-
ond mirror, said second beam portion being suc-
cessively reflected by said second and first mirrors
to said beam splitter, said beam splitter transmit-
ting a part of said first beam portion and reflecting 25
a part of said second beam portion along said first
axis, and reflecting a part of said first beam portion
and transmitting a part of said second beam portion
along a second axis; and
means in said ring between said first and second mir-
rors for affecting the portions of the beam passing
between said mirrors in both directions so that the
combined parts of said first and second beam por-
tions along said second axis are characterized by an
angular frequency 2o>.
14. The generator as described in claim 13 wherein
said beam splitter is characterized by a transmission co-
efficient which is substantially equal to its reflection co-
efficient and wherein said means in said ring include a
dispersive phase shifter of length / with an index of re-
fraction HI at the angular frequency cu and an index of
refraction n2 at an angular frequency 2o>, and a
medium in series between said first and'second
mirrors, said medium converting the angular fre-
quency of part of a beam of _angular_ frequency <a
passing therethrough in either direction into an angular
frequency 2oj, said phase shifter and said medium
shifting and phase of the_ beam passing between
s_aid first and second mirrors in one direction by
2/iioj//c, c being the speed of light and the beam
passing between the two mirrors in an opposite direc-
tion by 2/ii<u//c so that
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